A guide to organizing spectacular and
celebratory public events that tackle
food waste!

FEEDING THE 5000: STEERING GROUP AND PARTNER
MANAGEMENT TOOLKIT

This toolkit is designed to illustrate how to organise a steering
group and coordinate partners for the main event. This document
shows how to bring together all key organizations working on issues
surrounding food waste and identify what each can contribute, what each
would like to communicate, and what each would like to get out of the
event. Working together is a key principle of Feeding the 5000, we

recommend obtaining the partnership of (ideally) 2 core organizations
plus the assistance of 8-10 partnering organizations, to maximize the
impact of the event.

This toolkit was developed for February 2017 with support from
The Rockefeller Foundation.
3 months ahead of the event.
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Global Feedback are in no way liable or responsible for any events or for
any food or health safety issues which may arise in the course of such
events. The materials herein are offered merely as guidance.
Independent legal advice should be sought locally in relation to any
respective event. Whilst we have used our best endeavours to keep the
information in each toolkit current, no liability whatsoever is accepted or
held for its applicability to your event.
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Generally, with events such as feeding the 5000, there are several different
ways that they can be organized. It almost always involves a collaboration
between Feedback and one or more local organizations (organizations that
are based in the host city). As said above, each event is the result of lots of
cooperation, collaboration and compromise between a wide variety of
partners. Our aim is that these toolkits offer the information to give local
organizations the ability to lead their own events and their own food waste
movements.

The extent of Feedback’s involvement varies significantly – sometimes
Feedback do the majority of the work (preparation, planning, and
execution); sometimes our role is more focussed on providing information
and guidance, and the host organization/s lead. The Feedback team take
on more of an advisory role and of course, help on promotion to get the
word out about the event. See below for example on some of the different
situations Feedback have worked on over the years.
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As Feedback is a small charity, often the team need to be funded for staff
time, however if this is impossible, Feedback will always aim to help as
much as possible and offer guidance where they can. Feedback want
events to spread the food waste movement so that is why these toolkits
have been made in addition to other resources to facilitate local groups
taking the lead.

work – making clear what each partner will contribute early in
the organizing process is crucial to this.


The administering of the steering group process which brings
together, regularly and in person, all partner organizations to
collaborate on the event, making it have the most impact in the
long run.



The partnership management role can be separate to the
partner activity coordinator. See the - FEEDING THE 5000 Partner Tents and Activities Toolkit – for more information about

Because, one of the principles of a Feeding the 5000 is to’ Work in
partnership: Feeding the 5000 events bring together a coalition of
organizations that offer the local solutions to food waste based on the
principles of the food waste pyramid. It’s an opportunity for partners to
showcase their work and collectively shape the messaging of the event.
The event is not about the work of just one organization but about the
positive solutions across the food supply chain and how we can
implement these.



this role and decide whether the two could be one person’s role.

Reaching out to potential organizations and groups to become
part of the event – the bigger the coalition, the stronger your
voice. Additionally, with a variety of resources, expertise and skills
in the mix, the organizing process is much easier.



It can involve the assignment of different roles and ensure the
different tasks are divided up between organizations and people.
Ensuring one person or organization does not take on too much
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It is important to have specific roles in organizing a
Feeding the 5000 to be most efficient. Some general
rules to follow are:



stream e.g. food, venue, cooking, media etc.

Transport of food to cold storage until catering
team takes over food preparation

Have sub teams or working groups directed at

Press release and spreading message of event

Have a team leader/coordinator for each work

getting each of these parts finalized. Never have
more than seven people reporting to one person.


Communications and press coordinator

Though there might be one person who has
championed the event and is really invested in it,
never have one person who is involved in all
areas. Delegation is key.



Food Sourcing Coordinator

Be clear from the start what is being asked of
steps to be.
End any meeting in next steps or actions

Logistics coordinator

Venue, transport, permits, licensing, scheduling,

Disco Chop Coordinator

The Disco Chop and food preparation to be ready
for the chef to cook

Partnership coordinator

Keeping all partners involved and up to date on
developments, managing engagement with the
event and strategic relationship moving forward

allocated to one person.
The below is a suggested division of tasks in the months
running up to the event, as done at Feeding the 5000
Brighton – they were happy it worked well but this is just
a suggestion.

Arranging for messaging on the day to be visible
Happy to represent event as a spokesperson

each person and what you understand the next


Locating food and liaising with suppliers, as well as
its logistics

Finding and liaising with volunteers
Volunteer coordinator

Arranging volunteer tasks, briefing and wellbeing
Making it a fun experience to be involved in F5K
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The Feedback team suggest the below roles in addition:

Steering group and partnership
manager

Event manager

Partner tent and activities
coordinator

Catering coordinator

Oversees the steering group meeting process, and the division of roles within the steering group/coalition, ensuring
that all in the coalition understand their role and that all aspects of the event have leaders - they also lead on event
follow-up and steering the direction of the post-event legacy

Oversees all the priorities outlined within the event management toolkit

Oversees liaising with partner organizations in event curation including activities surrounding the event, both on the
day and in the lead up, staying in close contact with the venue and events producer to arrive at a suitable set up plan
for the event itself

Oversees the whole catering plan and execution in run up to and leading to meal being served on the day
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Feeding the 5000 events bring together a coalition of organizations that
offer the local solutions to food waste based on the principles of the food
waste pyramid. It’s an opportunity for partners to showcase their work
and collectively shape the messaging of the event. The event is not about
the work of just one organization but about the positive solutions across
the food supply chain. Additionally, with a variety of resources, expertise
and skills in the mix, the organizing process is much easier.

We’ve invited the following groups to have booths at
previous events:


Actors from all fields responsible for food:
agriculture, food production, wholesale and
retail

There will be some areas where you could lack in resource or skill. There
are organizations who usually have a wealth of experience in this and
this is where you can swap knowledge whilst making the event one that
speaks across many disciplines and unites organizations who may not
otherwise work together. In our experience, organizations with the below
resources are extremely helpful for making the event happen.



Social markets which normally provide
marginalized people with “food saved from
being discarded”



Actors from environmental and sustainability
teaching facilities and NGOs, grassroots groups

Food sourcing knowledge; food redistribution charities, food
industry associations etc.
Access to warehouse space, vehicles, fridges, space: food banks
and food redistribution charities
Access to large kitchens and volunteers: catering facilities and
soup kitchens
Understanding of city permitting and regulations and how best to
access cheap advertising: local municipalities and authorities



Private and public waste management services
to present their view of food waste at their
booths, to both children and adults






Note that there may be organizations who contribute little physically,
however in name they are part of the alliance – of course participation
should be encouraged however involvement of any kind should be
encouraged. (See the Appendix for an example of an Event Proposal.)
(
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Securing High Level engagement in your event – accessing
decision makers and influencers
As outlined in the work plan, it is also very important to make sure there
is high level engagement in the event form VIPs, City Officials,
influencers, celebrities and local personalities where possible. Some
guidance points below include:


Utilize connections, make bold email contacts are not to be found



Organize in-person meetings to have the best chance of getting
investment and engagement



Make sure to involve them in a meaningful way, perhaps getting
involved in a chef demo, being a spokesperson for the event,
offering a speech or getting involved in a participatory way. They
need to understand how many opportunities there are to make a
difference in this issue



Continue engagement throughout the organizing process and
beyond it long-term impact
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The Collaboration of Feedback, FareShare, FoodCycle and
others was very positive and inspired some of the below
comments:
‘“The Feeding the 5000 campaign has raised awareness of the
food waste culture & has changed the way the food industry
views the issue.” (Produce World, one of Europe’s largest food
producers and distributors)
“Tristram Stuart’s personal leadership of Feeding the 5000
has done more than any other single act to create a cultural
shift in the attitude to food surpluses and waste in the UK.
Without these attitudinal changes, we would not have broken
the 10 million meals threshold or be receiving the level of
support from the UK food industry that FareShare enjoys.”
(Lindsay Boswell, CEO, FareShare)
“In the UK, there was virtually no focus on food waste prior to
Tristram’s work. He has had the biggest single influence on
the positioning of food waste as a key issue in UK
government, the Greater London Authority and in the Mayor
of London’s Office.” (Rosie Boycott, Chair of London Food
Board, Greater London Authority)

Post event impact:


Feedback invited to meet with UK government
ministers including Lord Taylor of Holbeach, Lord de
Maulay, Ed Davey MP, Zac Goldsmith MP, Laura
Sandys MP, and the Prime Minister’s policy unit at
No.10 Downing Street among others



Feedback invited to contribute to the All Party
Parliamentary Group (APPG) on Agroecology and
associated Parliamentary Sustainable Resource Group
to discuss potential policies on food waste avoidance,
including encouraging increasing food donations and
the review of the ban on feeding animal by-products
to livestock

On the advice and with the support of Feedback, the
Department for the Environment, Farming and Rural Affairs
(Defra) hosts a roundtable event chaired by Secretary of State
Caroline Spelman MP, between FoodCycle, FareShare and
representatives of the food industry, to discuss ways to
overcome barriers to food redistribution.
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An MOU can be simple. A Memorandum of Understanding is formal
agreement between two or more parties, used by organizations to
establish official partnerships. They carry a degree of seriousness and
mutual respect, stronger than a gentlemen's agreement. We tend to
arrive at one-pagers acknowledging what each organization has
promised. They’re important because they allow you to concretise what
each organization has pledged to commit to the event and prevents
misunderstandings and disagreements later because of the tone of
accountability they give your partnership. They also prevent
organizations over-committing. Though they may seem formal, it does
not need to come across this way. They are mutually beneficial and
recognize that the event begins a new or renewed period of working
together.
Please see the appendix for an example of MOU content which can be
helpful for making it clear what each partner understands of their
contribution to the event and the kind of event is being planned.

Before anything you must identify who the key
stakeholders, both on and off campus, and solicit their
interest to participate. These may include more than listed
below (based on your campus), however, we have found
those listed are integral to the success of your event.
Other Event Partners












Campus Dining
Campus Sustainability
Sustainability Student Organizations
President/Chancellor’s Office
Campus Security
Campus Event Planner
Local Food Shelters
Faculty/Staff
Slow Food
Other NPO’s (i.e. Campus Kitchen)
Local/Regional Government Entities
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Try to get in touch with food waste organizations, environmental
organizations, campaigning groups, farming unions, urban agricultural
projects, and cookery / food organizations. In addition to such groups,
you can also target organizations tackling global issues or local
governmental initiatives.
Examples of previous event partners include: Oxfam, Friends of the
Earth, Slow Food, WWF, food banks, etc. Student networks associated
with universities, colleges and schools can be good sources of proactive
young people involved in campaigning and awareness-raising, and they
can also be an excellent place to find lots of volunteer help. Students can
play a huge part in social media promotion leading up to the event.
We suggest getting many different partners involved. See the Case Study
of Partners that Feeding the 5000 Union Chapel found particularly
rewarding to work with.
Feeding the 5000’s long list of Partners can also be found here on our
website. For each individual event, our events page on our website is
most helpful.
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Coordinating
Steering Group
and Partner Roles

Bring together all
key organizations
working on food
waste issues and
identify what
they would like to
get out of it, what
they can
contribute and
what they would
like to
communicate.

5 MONTHS AHEAD
 Confirm partners and their
roles as soon as possible
ahead of event
 Establish “cut-off” for adding
partner logos/names to
event collateral

 Non-Profit
Organizations,
including:
- Environmental
- Educational
- Conservation
- Food recovery +
redistribution
 Government/Civic
Leaders
- City Mayor
(+Office)
- Councils
 Universities

 Master Partner List
with lead point person
+ role/contact
information
 Partner logos

See in the principles and
food waste pyramid folder
the document ‘Private
companies - Involvement in
Feeding the 5000’ for
guidance on this principle
on no for-profit
partnership. There are lots
of ways to navigate this in a
way that works for
everyone.
If you are an individual, or
an individual working
within an organization, we
are thrilled you want to put
on a Feeding the 5000 (F5K)
event! This is a lot of work,
so we recommend you
ensure that you have the
time (either through your
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job or not) to put this on.
Recruit a variety
of organizations
to get involved in
the event

3 MONTHS AHEAD




To concretize
partner roles.

With a variety of
organizations involved,
lots of resources,
expertise and skills are in
the mix, making the
organizing process is
much easier

See the section: Event
Partners – Who to bring on
board

Recruit organizations
with the invitation for
organizations and
collaboration documents
we have in the toolkit

3 MONTHS AHEAD

When reaching out to
new partners see the proposal,
concept notes and invites folder
to see example proposals and
invitations


See the section of Event
Partners for further advice
on this

When considering how

(As above)

Create a work plan with
all partner’s
contributions’

An MOU can be simple – a
Memorandum of
understanding is formal
agreement between two or
more parties, used by
organizations to establish
official partnerships. They
carry a degree of
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to concretize roles, make it clear
early on (aim to get it in writing)
what partners will contribute to
the event throughout the
process, so that the event truly
is a collaborative effort. See the
Proposal, concept notes and
invites folder to see examples of
MOUs
To understand
who will take on
what roles early
and arrange for
others to take on
roles needed.

3 MONTHS AHEAD

To align everyone
and make sure
they are happy

3 MONTHS AHEAD

Create a work plan that outlines
who will take on different roles.
This can be divided along the
lines of the tasks in the ‘Feeding
the 5000 – tasks overview’.
Another template we often use
with our events is the ‘Feeding
the 5000 - responsibilities and
roles- empty v1’ sheet. It helps to
identify where expertise and
help will be needed

Organize the first steering group

seriousness and mutual
respect, stronger than a
gentlemen's agreement.
We tend to arrive at onepagers acknowledging
what each organization has
promised

All partner
organizations

 Aim to have all
partners present
and invite any

Feeding the 5000 responsibilities and roles

 Clear agenda prior to
meeting to be sent
out to partners- see

All partner organizations
should aim to contribute to
at least one task. Ideally
each organization would
lead and take ownership of
one role/ task each, such as
catering, or food sourcing
or the event management
and budget.

 Try to skype in Feedback
team where possible.
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with the current
organizing
process, knows
their roles, and
can agree on the
messaging of the
event. It is best to
discuss the key
messages you
want to
communicate at
the first steering
group meeting.

meeting, which aims to have all
partners present. See the
partner’s folder for an example
SGM agenda.
PRIORITIES
At this meeting, you should put
high up on the agenda what
each member would like to see
happen because of the event.
Try to achieve a list including:






One business practice
you would like to see
changed
One legislative or policy
change
One local project
bolstered or initiated
One academic group
engaged

potential new
partners who
want to be
involved.

appendix for an
example
 Minutes with actions
points after

 Where possible,
to define what
roles you could
envisage yourself
taking

 Post-event impact
from a previous event.
For an example,
please see the
appendix

 To have an idea
of what initiatives
or results
partners would
like to see
because of the
event

 Messaging: 3 key
talking points you
would to emphasize
through your event

 Partner organizations
regularly meet at Steering
Group meetings once per
month, and as the event
gets closer, twice per
month, then once per
week, to keep the
decision-making process
open and collaborative

Equally, communications and 3
key messaging talking points is
important to have drafted at this
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meeting.
After the
meeting, share
resources so all
feel fully briefed
and part of the
organizing
process.

3 MONTHS AHEAD

Organize
meetings with
high level officials
to get their
investment and
see if they can

2 MONTHS AHEAD

Follow up with meeting notes
and action points, highlighting
opportunities and where gaps lie
in event.

Organize meetings with high
level officials to get their
investment
PRIORITIES

All partners on list
of partnering, plus
any new potential
partners

 City officials
 Influencers
 VIPS

 Partner list
 Comms plan

 Make sure to add contact
details so all feel part of
this building network

 A list of important
people, officials,
influencers, VIPS to
contact to invite them
to the event

 Note there may be
organizations who
contribute little
physically, however in
name they are part of the
alliance – of course
participation should be
encouraged however
involvement of any kind
should be encouraged

 Documents outlining
the event (see the
event proposal
example in the
appendix) to offer
prior to the event

 It’s important to keep
post-event as a priority
and end goal throughout
the event, though we
realize that this is crunch
point for many organizers

 Stakeholders in
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attend the event.

At this meeting, you should put
high up on the agenda what
each member would like to see
happen because of the event.
This could return to some ideas
that were brought up at
previous events.
This meeting should also
concretize roles where possible,
so people have a clear idea of
their responsibilities and where
possible, agreeing to lead on
one of the work streams
outlined.

food and
environmental
issues
 To have a clear
idea of roles – a
table outlining
this where
possible

 Post-event impact
case studies – see the
appendix for
examples
 Example MOUs – see
the appendix for an
example

MOUs should be mentioned and
it should be noted that written
agreements will follow to ask
people to concretize their
organization’s contribution
where possible (we realize this
can be difficult or even
unnecessary in some
circumstances).
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SAME DAY
Follow up thanking them for
their time and see if they can
attend.
Continue engagement where
possible throughout the
organizing process.

To build upon
previous meeting
and further
confirm aspects
of the event.

2 MONTHS AHEAD
Organize the next steering
group meeting, which aims to
have all partners present. See
the Appendix for an example
SGM agenda.

Aim to have all
partners in addition
to the coordinator
handling event
management, to
update on logistics
of the day

(As above)

(As above)

 Site plan
 Day schedule
presented
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To update on
current progress
and media
strategies in the
run up to the
event.

1 MONTH AHEAD

To update on
current progress
and media
strategies in the
run up to the
event.

2 WEEKS AHEAD

To update on
current progress
and media
strategies in the
run up to the
event.

1 WEEK AHEAD

 Partners

 Clear agenda prior to
meeting to be sent
out to partners
 Minutes with actions
points after
 Social media
guidelines, and
templates.

(As above)

 Partners

 Clear agenda prior to
meeting to be sent
out to partners
 Minutes with actions
points after

(As above)

 Partners

 Clear agenda prior to
meeting to be sent
out to partners
 Minutes with actions
points after

(As above)

The next steering group meeting
should take place. Ideally all
aspects of the event will be
finalized.

The next steering group meeting
should take place. Ideally all
aspects of the event will be
finalized.

The next steering group meeting
should take place. Ideally all
aspects of the event will be
finalized.
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To go through
the plan of the
event and make
clear all the roles
on the day, and
who is
responsible for
what throughout.

2 DAYS AHEAD

To follow up on
the event, and
continuing the
legacy of the
event through
the partnership.

2 WEEKS AFTER

This could be the last steering
group meeting before the event.

Please see the Post-Event
section for an agenda of what to
cover in this meeting.

 ALL Partners and
key organizers

 A clear schedule of the
entire day, the contact
details sheet (with a
list of responsibilities)
for all organizers

 We would advise using
the chronological
schedule as a structure
for the meeting.
 The agenda should
include volunteers, food
and catering plan, food
service, roles on the day,
recording and media –nthe-day, visuals and how
the square will look, last
minute stage schedules
edits, messaging and
talking points, last minute
changes to the schedule
and any other business

 All partners and
key organizers

 A clear agenda –
which can be found in
the Post-Event section

 It is not necessarily a bad
thing if only the key
organizers can make it –
it is better to achieve
some clarity on what you
think is a feasible plan for
event follow up and
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opportunities to build the
movement
To follow up on
the event, and
continuing the
legacy of the
event through
the partnership.

6 WEEKS-2 MONTHS AFTER
As Post-Event section outlines,
you should seek to follow up the
event with more action and
meeting is a great way to spark
ideas, as well as keeping
partners updated on
organizational based priorities
for the upcoming months. You
have built a network so stay
networked!

 All partners and
key organizers

 A clear agenda,
preferably built on the
previous SGM’s
meetings ideas
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STEERING GROUP MEETINGS
These meetings are an important part of the organizing process, a way to
check in on progress and build personal relationships with other local
organizations. We recommend reviewing the agenda in the Appendix:
Example First Steering Group Meeting Agenda – NYC as inspiration for
some topics to cover.
You can use the meetings as way to get groups invested and so we
recommend reviewing the above section Event Partners – who to bring
on board additionally. As a general point, it is important to start the
meetings with introductions, however this should be a chance to get to
know each other on a human level. One of the following should be
incorporated into each steering group meeting. Try asking people to:



Introduce themselves and tell the team their motivation for being
part of the event




Tell a food waste story, where they were motivated to act



What each member would like to see come out of the event

Lead the first section with 5-10 minute presentations on their
work – this allows you to gain some depth into what people are
achieving separately and work more closely if your work can align

See the Work plan for guidance on priorities for each meeting

One of the decisions at a Steering Group meeting for Feeding the 5000 Front
Range was to get local schools involved. Here are some kids from Greenwood
Academy who attended the day, helped decorate the site and spoke on stage.
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2. EXECUTION OF THE EVENT –
WHY CLEAR ROLES ARE SO
IMPORTANT





This may be the responsibility of whoever is leading on event
management, but equally the person that has coordinated the entire
steering process and has a firm idea of what each partner has agreed to
offer could be well placed to make the following crucial document. Once
details are firmed up, plan the activities of the day and the days in the
run up to ensure you don’t miss anything – this should include food
sourcing, gleaning, media interviews, food collecting, the disco chop, all
food prep, transport, the day itself, and clean up and take down.
This ties in many of the logistics considerations outlined above and
brings together the various teams organizing different elements so we
really recommend one person creating this evolving document and
combing through up to the last moment – a proofreader/editor of sorts –
we find it is a helpful resource and we can offer detailed examples we
used for Feeding the 5000 NYC for example.



We have found it highlights logistical gaps, potential problems
and places where events could be delayed
It can and should include who is leading on each task, to make
clear everyone’s role in the event
It makes volunteer coordination much easier in the day as you
can note how many volunteers are needed and at what points
It pinpoints where all team members will be, making contact far
easier to facilitate

This should begin as soon as possible and finalized 2 weeks before the
event. Make sure to go through the schedule in the few days before the
event.

Delivery, Production, and Stage Schedules: 4 weeks in advance.
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Note: There are example excel production schedules for Disco Chop and
Feeding the 5000 events which can be shared by the Feedback team. We
recommend dividing the task by:
‘The need for clear, defined roles became very
apparent to me. Also, planning ahead! You don't
realize how little time you will have the week of the
event. Having a concrete map of the event planned
out ahead of time, and having a clear role defined for
as many people as possible would have helped.’
Mary Alice Scott – Volunteer Coordinator for Feeding
the 5000 Portland

In the run-up to the event







Gleaning
Food Sourcing
Media Interview
Disco Chop and food preparation
Cooking

The day itself





Set-up





The chef demo kitchen production schedule

Transport of the food, followed by all activity at the serving tent
Stage activities – one for the public (see the Appendix for an
example schedule for the stage activities, as well as one for staff
purposes with more details)
Volunteer tent schedule
The site venue – set-up and take down
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Following up with a de-brief steering group meeting
While it’s important to have built in the post-event plan into pre-event
organizing, it is in the first two weeks after the event that you want to
begin this in a concerted way. People will have had time to sleep and
have distance on how they could have been more effective as well as
what opportunities the event presented.
It’s important to meet within the first few weeks after the event to touch
base, make sure there are no follow up tasks that have not been actioned
and, most importantly, to plan what is next for the community that has
come together up around the issue. You want to capitalise on the
momentum and enthusiasm you have built and cultivated. There are so
many ways that you can continue the legacy, whether that is through a
gleaning network, legislation, a local campaign, or more grassroots
events – see the Appendix for a case study on post-event impact from
Feeding the 5000 Belgium.
An Agenda for the meeting:



Group reflection – how did the event go, say one thing that
worked well and could have been improved – 1 minute each



Thank Yous – 5 minutes – (find a lead collator and delegating
sending – we recommend inputting into a google sheet)



Compiling facts and figures and impact; stories, quotes, and
impressions -15 minutes



Next Steps: what are the key opportunities for impact and ways to
catalyze the food waste movement? – 30 minutes




How should the coalition continue moving forward? – 10 minutes
Updates from each organization on future plans and priorities –
20 minutes

After the first steering group meeting, post-event



Suggest a next steering group meeting to follow up with
suggestions, initiatives, or even to continue de-briefing on the
lessons learnt in the process



It could work for smaller, more specialized groups to meet up to
discuss certain areas or project ideas – make sure this gets
actioned and any updates get posted back to the wider coalition



It could also be worth checking in with individuals and seeing
whether any connections made during the event can be built
upon e.g. with city officials who attended the event or
stakeholders who engaged in the capacity of donating food for
example



Organizing meetings with funders to see how they felt the event
went and what can be learnt form it is also a way to keep
discussion open on the ideal next steps for the local food waste
movement
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After the event, the first thing you should do (after your nap) is to send
an email to the steering group, thanking them for all their contributions
to making the event happen. In the Appendix is a suggested structure for
this Post-Event email thanking the Steering Group for their hard work
and contributions.
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we had to tell him was where to put the pot at 5am on the day.



Feeding the 5000 - Paris





Feedback were highly involved in most aspects of the event
management, lead the messaging and Comms and hired two
freelancers staff members who were trained in food sourcing,
event management and volunteer coordination. Feedback
brought the steering group meetings together and monitored the
process of bringing the network together. Permitting, the catering
plan and gleaning were all within our remit.
Ease of organization: note however that our meal was part of a
wider festival organized by environmental organization
Alternatiba, which made some of these aspects of organizing
easier. Decisions like date and location were already set, plus
infrastructure like tents, water, toilets and permitting were already
in place. The stage program and other exhibitors on the La Place
de la Republique were already comprehensive, therefore there
was no need to organize VIPs, chefs, and any activities external to
the meal. There were hundreds of other exhibitors with activities
happening so we knew that all the meals would be enjoyed.
Furthermore, the chef that Feedback have worked with on
numerous occasions handled the entire catering operation – all

Funding: Our staff time was funded partly by the regional authority,
in addition to the EU Fusions project, which assisted events to
happen in the EU. Several in-kind donations from other partners
also helped to make the event possible.

Feeding the 5000 - Prague
We contributed a very small amount to the budget to make the event
happen and helped on the food sourcing efforts. We travelled to speak at a
conference, assist with the event and helped guide the messaging and
communications, ensuring the messages of the event helped share the
narrative on food waste that is less showcased in the media.

Feeding the 5000 - Belfast
We gave advice on the event from the start and were in frequent contact
offering resources, facilitating contacts with helpful contributors and
offering advice, however all aspects of the event organizations were led by
the local team.

Feeding the 5000 - Athens
Due to our small capacity as a team and status as a small charity, we need
to be funded for our staff time. We could not offer our time for free and we
were lucky enough to be funded to work on this event. We assisted on
event management, bringing together partners and overseeing the
organizing process. We assisted on the messaging and promotion, food
sourcing and volunteer coordination.
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PARTNER LIST DOCUMENT TEMPLATE
Ideally share this with all partners – you may want to add more details.

Feeding the 5000 New York City - Event Concept
Feeding the 5000 NYC will be a high-profile ‘umbrella’ event designed to
bring together an alliance of organizations at all levels to raise awareness
of the scale of food waste in the U.S. and globally and to promote the
uptake of positive solutions to the problem. It will draw attention to the
city’s priorities around decreasing both food waste and hunger. Food waste
poses a significant environmental and social threat on a global scale, whilst
at the same time it represents one of the biggest opportunities for
reducing our environmental impact and increasing food availability where
it is needed most.
The format of the event is based on providing a delicious free feast for
thousands of members of the public, sourced entirely from fresh topquality produce that would have otherwise been wasted. Thousands of
meals will also be prepared and transported to soup kitchens and food
pantries. The event will be a spectacular public celebration of the positive
win-win solutions to food waste. It will bring the issue at the center of
public and political attention, providing the impetus for businesses,
government and the public to take up the easily implementable, positive
actions to tackle food waste that are already being undertaken by partner
organizations on the ground and will act as a catalyst for further action
across the U.S.
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Context

Plans for NYC

Feedback, the organization behind the Feeding the 5000 campaign who
will be coordinating this event in collaboration with City Harvest, GRACE
Communications Foundation and other organizations, have staged similar
events and food waste reduction initiatives both in the UK and in other
countries including Belgium, Ireland, the Netherlands, Kenya and France.
These events have catalyzed robust and far-reaching action against food
waste as well as a cultural, political and business environment in which
food waste is being treated as an urgent problem, but one with easily
implementable solutions.

It is proposed that the event should take place in Union Square in NYC on
November 11th. In addition to the free meal, activities proposed include
cooking demonstrations using leftovers and food that is often thrown away,
smoothie and apple juice making, partner stalls and keynote speeches.
Ahead of the event we will aim to have several gleaning days – where
volunteers will be taken to fields to harvest fresh fruit and veg that would
have otherwise been wasted - and a Disco Soup chopping activity. Each of
these activities will be an engaging demonstration of the solutions to food
waste, as well as an opportunity to tell the story of how food is being wasted
across the supply chain and shedding light on the wider food system.

Over the past twelve months the profile of food waste in the U.S. has
dramatically increased. Civic society organizations are hungry for change,
major food corporations have expressed a willingness to engage, senior
policy-makers and government agencies are taking a serious interest and
the media is evidently receptive to mass coverage of the issues. Feeding
the 5000 NYC will also build on the successful Feeding the 5000 events in
Oakland and the University of North Carolina in 2014. With the
Sustainable Development Goal to halve food waste by 2030 which will be
announced in NYC in September, a high-profile event showcasing the
practical ways in which this target can be achieved could not come at a
better time.

Event partners and objectives
The event in NYC and the campaign surrounding it will be a partnership
between Feedback, City Harvest, GRACE Communications Foundation,
Sustainable America and a range of organizations working in the field of
tackling food waste in NYC and nationally. The event’s objectives will be
collaboratively agreed by the partner organizations to reflect their
respective aims and messaging. The event will also focus on engaging the
local governments around the positive changes that they can implement to
tackle food waste, as well as highlighting the positive initiatives already in
place in NYC and in other areas for replication across the U.S. Organizations
interested in collaborating will be able to take part in a variety of ways:

Organizing partners
Organizing partners will have a high level of visibility in all the
communications and promotion ahead of the event, as well as make a
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substantial contribution towards the organization of the event. This can
take various forms, for example by contributing towards the costs of the
event or organizing an activity at the event. This contribution will ensure
participation in the collaborative decision-making and inclusion as an
organization leading the movement against food waste, taking ownership
of a certain part of the messaging around the issue.
Feeding the 5000 events often attract lots of media coverage, with a wide
cross- section of the media taking an interest in the event and the
organizations behind it. Organizing partners will collaboratively define the
messaging and may have the opportunity to speak to the media and
showcase the important work they are doing to tackle this issue.
Organizing partners will be featured in the follow up communications
including the newsletter which will be sent to people who sign up at the
event.

Supporting partners
Supporting partners will support the event but will not be substantially
involved in its organization. We would ask that supporting partners
promote the event, spreading the word through their networks on their
website, social media and newsletters. Depending on the nature of each
organization, supporting partners can also contribute volunteers,
equipment and some staff time towards organizing the event. If
supporting partners also wish to have visibility at the event itself, we
would ask for a contribution to cover the costs of the tents and other
items that would be used. Supporting organizations will be mentioned in
the communications and publicity materials for the event.

For more information please contact:
Dominika Jarosz: Feeding the 5000 Global Campaigns Manager
dominika@feedbackglobal.org mobile: +44 (0)7877701982
www.feedbackglobal.org

For the past five years Feedback’s campaign team has been leading a
global movement against food waste. We work with governments,
businesses and civil society at a national and international level to catalyze
change in social attitudes and demonstrate innovative solutions to tackle
food waste. We have the ambition to halve food waste by 2025.
Feedback combats food waste in ways that inspire the global community,
combining this mass mobilization with rigorous, hard-hitting research.
Feedback is working in partnership with the Mayor of London, the United
Nations Environment Program and the European Commission’s
EU FUSIONS project. We have partner organizations adopting the
campaigns we have developed in the UK from the Netherlands and Kenya
to Norway. We have instigated systematic change at every level,
demonstrating that a small group of people can transform a previously
ignored issue into a global priority.

Founded in 1982 as the world’s first food rescue organization, City Harvest
(cityharvest.org) is dedicated to helping feed the nearly 1.4 million New
Yorkers facing hunger. City Harvest will collect 55 million pounds of excess
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food from restaurants, grocers, bakeries, manufacturers, and farms, and
deliver it free of charge to 500 community food programs across the city
this year. In addition to helping meet the immediate need for food, City
Harvest takes a long-term approach to fighting hunger by partnering with
residents, local organizations and businesses through Healthy
Neighborhoods programs, which increase the availability of affordable
fruits and vegetables in low-income communities and provide the
nutrition education and resources to maintain a wholesome, food-secure
diet.

Grace Communications Foundation develops innovative strategies to
increase public awareness of the critical environmental and public health
issues created by our current food, water and energy systems, and to
promote a more sustainable future. By building partnerships and
mobilizing philanthropic resources, we promote consumer actions and
public policies that:





Support sustainable food systems



Embrace the complex interconnections of our food, water and
energy systems

Result in smarter use of water resources
Provide clean energy alternatives to conventional power
production
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EXAMPLE MOU - CONTENT
This document is extremely helpful for both parties being clear on who is
contributing what to the event form the outset.
Memorandum of Understanding between the Organizers and Partner
Organizations of Uczta dla 5000 in Warsaw on October 17th 2015
The event will conform to all the Feeding the 5000 Principles outlined
below.
In addition, any additional partners that are not included in the list below
must be approved by the organizers of the event- Feedback and the City
of Warsaw.
The list of partners is as follows:
Organizers
Feedback
City of Warsaw
Media Partner
Polish Radio

Partners
Swiat na Tak Foundation
Estrada Stolecznia
Make Sense
Fundacja Popieram Rodzine
SGGW
FUSIONS
Ogolnopolskie
storwarzyszenie Szefow
Kuchni I Cukiernii.

Feedback will:




be the organization that signs the contract with the City



Support food sourcing efforts and help with establishing
contacts with potential suppliers.



Promote the event online through our social media channels

pay for printing services and biodegradable plates and spoons
up to the value of 1000 Euros.

The other partners and organizers will secure all other aspects of the
event including volunteers, promotion, activities, food sourcing and
catering.
Any press release or communications materials for the event will be
approved by organizers and partners before release.

To see the full document, go to the folder: ‘coordinating steering
groups and partner roles’
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To see the full document, go to the folder: ‘coordinating steering groups and partner roles’.
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EXAMPLE FIRST STEERING GROUP
MEETING AGENDA – NYC
To see the full document, go to the ‘coordinating steering groups and
partner roles’ folder. Remember to add all the details of all attending in
person and by phone ahead of the call.

Many thanks to the organizations and people involved with Feeding
the 5000, Portland Maine.
Host and Lead Organizations:
 Cumberland County Food Security Council
 Healthy Acadia
 Natural Resources Council of Maine
 Feedback
Steering Committee and Primary Planning Organizations:
 Mid Coast Hunger Prevention Program
 Portland Food Co-Op
 Maine Farm and Sea Cooperative
 The Locker Project
 Cumberland County Cooperative Extension, University of
Maine
 Greater Portland Council of Governments
 Steve Finn, ResponsEcology
 Geoff Knudsen, Edible Portland Project
Key Supporters, Advisors, and Contributors:
 The City of Portland
 Good Shepherd Food Bank
 Maine Farmland Trust
 Fork Food Lab
 Garbage to Garden
 Representative Chellie Pingree’s office
 Maine Farm Bureau
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Cooking Matters
Creative Portland
Cultivating Community
Artist Rapid Response Team (ARRT)

Primary Financial Support Provided by:
 The Rockefeller Foundation
 Town and Country Federal Credit Union
Business in-kind donations:
 Others! Coffee for providing sorbetto and gelato made
from gleaned food
 P.J. Paraskevas Entertainment and Events
 Garbage to Garden for providing waste management
services
 Fork Food Lab (provided generous discount for kitchen,
prep and storage space)
 Maine Farm and Sea Cooperative provided herb & spices
 Exeter Agri-cycle for providing waste management services
at Fork Food Lab
 Headlight Audio-Visual (provided generous discount
equipment)
 Portland Food Co-Op for spices, oil, and grocery bags
 Rosemont Market and Bakery
Lead Caterers:
 Ron Adams (Head Chef) and Dave Seddon, Maine Farm and
Sea Cooperative
 Chef Ilma Lopez, Caiola and Piccolo
 Chef Will Beriau, Former Head Chef at Southern Maine

Community College
Farm Food Donations:
 Fishbowl Farm, Bowdoinham
 Jordan’s Farm, Cape Elizabeth
 Wolfe’s Neck Farm, Freeport
 Two Farmers Farm, Scarborough
 Pineland Farms, New Gloucester
 Flaherty’s Family Farm, Scarborough
 Goranson Farm, Dresden
 Dooryard Farm and Farmstand, Camden
 Hatchet Cove Farm, Warren
 Erickson Fields Preserve, Rockport
 King Hill Farm, Penobscot
 Crystal Springs Farm, Brunswick
 Wandering Root Farm, Wiscasset
Edible Planters Made by Geoff Knudsen with support from:
 Revision Energy donated pallets and the use of tools
 Home Depot donated all the screws for the project
 Vermont Natural Coatings donated all the exterior stain
 Garbage to Garden donating compost for the project
 Edible Landscapes in Brewster, MA, donated some wonderful
perennials
 Jordan’s Farm has donated some annuals
 Common Ground Fair donated chard
 Coast of Maine Organic Products donated soil and lobster compost
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Off-site meals served so far:
 Yarmouth Schools, Teachers at: 101 McCartney St, Yarmouth
[370 Guests]
 Preble Street Resource Center at: 38 Preble St, Portland, ME
[350 Guests]
 USM Portland and Gorham Campus [1250 Guests]
 Wayside [200 guests]
Total Volunteers for the Gleaning, Chopping, and Event Day: 250+
 Volunteer groups include: Chewonki; Waynflete Environmental
Action Group; Deering High School; Idexx; CIEE; Let’s Go!
Special thank you to all speakers and chef demonstrations! See main
stage schedule for full list.

EXAMPLE POST-EVENT EMAIL TO THANK
TEAM
– FEEDING THE 5000 FRONT RANGE
Dear Feeding the 5000 Front Range Dream Team,
On behalf of the entire Feedback team, I wanted to say a massive
THANK YOU for all your hard work in making Feeding the 5000 Front
Range such a resounding success.
Thanks to our collaborative efforts, we engaged hundreds of
volunteers, fed over 6000 people at the event and through Denver
Rescue Mission’s networks, gleaned over 1500 pounds of food directly
from farms, and engaged and inspired thousands more who attended
the event and read about it in the media coverage.
The hospitality, generosity of spirit, collaborative approach and
friendship you showed to us was absolutely humbling. All these
elements that ensured Feeding the 5000 was a success will also prove
to be the key ingredients to a stronger and bigger movement against
food waste in Colorado.
I wish I could thank everyone individually, but that would make this
email impossibly long. You all went above and beyond, but I wanted to
single out Dave Laskarzewski, whose idea it was to bring the event
together and who seemed to have never- ending amounts of time,
optimism and grace to devote to making it happen. We’re just glad
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that the event allowed him to fulfil his
childhood wish of being a truck driver,
albeit temporarily! We’d also like to
thank the Rockefeller Foundation,
without whose funding the event
wouldn’t have been possible.
We’ll be following up in the next week
to schedule a debrief call to discuss
the event and next steps, provide a full
roundup with numbers, media
coverage etc. In the meantime, I’d be
grateful if you could start preparing 12 sentences that you would like us to
include in the newsletter to everyone
who signed the food waste pledge.
We’re already working to type up all
the signatures and would like to send
it out before the end of next week.

‘In Belgium, in the Walloon region they have taken the biggest steps and supermarkets
above a certain size will first need to offer their unsold food products to social
redistribution charities such as food banks before they can be processed in another way.



A phenomenal amount of media coverage in Belgium and even internationally: the
combined audience reach of media outlets that covered the event is 11.1 million



Over 1500kg of food that would otherwise have been wasted was saved



Over 200 volunteers helped make the event happen – building a movement of food
waste warriors



The creation of a gleaning network Belgium was made possible by the event. There
were also further talks in Belgium, which led to support for a pig idea type project
in Belgium. The Gleaning Network in Belgium was followed by talks and the
creation of a Gleaning Network EU

Thank you once again for all you do in
the movement against food waste.



All the best,



11. 11. 11's campaign on food waste that grew from this event collaboration
including the film we made with their financial support here
Perhaps most exciting was the way the Feeding the 5000 event catalyzed other
awareness spreading events in Belgium; The Gent Feeding the 5000 followed in
September 2014 as a result, and Kortrijk followed in late 2015.



Furthermore, Feeding the 5000 in Bruges happened in early 2016 and Antwerp is
planned to follow.
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